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Figure 1. Some common depressive symptoms

Figure 2: The interface between the microbiota-gut-brain axis and

the neurobiology of depression

The Signs of Depression: Current Treatment and Limitations

e experience considerable inter-personal variation in our mood from day to day. A “normal”

mood, which is considered part of our mental state of mind over a relatively long period of time

(weeks and months), comprises of a range of emotions. At certain times we experience

happiness, sadness, irritability, enthusiasm and derive pleasure from enjoyable activities [1].

The expression of more negative states such as sadness and fear is a universal and essential

experience of our emotional lives [2]. Our mood can be analogous to a geographical climate – it remains

relatively stable over a long period of time, but fluctuates depending on temporal situations and their

associated emotional connotations [3]. When it remains stable, in a state of quiet satisfaction with balanced

emotions, and the absence of excessive sadness, fear or anxiety, clinicians often describe one’s moods being

euthymic [4].

On a number of occasions and days, we may find our mood being transiently low as we deal with everyday

challenges of life such as the experience of a stressful event. This usually improves and eventually resolves

after appropriate psychological coping. However, a persistently depressed mood is usually a precursor for

clinical depression, especially if it remains unreactive i.e. does not improve or is accompanied by a loss of

pleasure in previously pleasurable activities or reduced energy levels [1]. In a depressive illness, such symptoms

last at least 2 weeks and very commonly encompasses what are described as biological symptoms such as

insomnia, decreased appetite, loss of libido and cognitive deficits. These depressive episodes form a core part

of a depressive illness such as Major Depressive Disorder (MDD). Such symptom profiles are also commonly

reported by patients presenting to other specialties such as those with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) in

gastroenterology clinics [5]. Figure 1 depicts a number of general depressive symptoms.

A frequently neglected feature of mood disorders is

poor cognitive function, which can be masked by

the overlap of other depressive symptoms [6].

Generally, mood can influence cognition [7] and

vice-versa. Cognitive impairment has been reported

in patients with major depressive episodes, and it is

known that a broad range of cognitive processes for

example attention, problem solving, and language

are impacted in MDD [8]. The cognitive component

of depression has also been highlighted by the

response to therapies such as Cognitive Behavioral

Therapy (CBT) [9]. More recently, evidence in the

form of Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy has

shown promise in preventing relapses in depression

[10].    

The global burden of depression on society is

significant. It is estimated that approximately 5% of

adults suffer from depressive disorders [11]. The prevalence of depressive symptoms is much higher and has

been quoted as around 27-30%, with women being affected twice as likely as men [1,12]. The mortality

associated with severe depression is significant, especially when a sense of hopelessness towards the future is

instilled, eventually progressing to suicide. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), around 700 000

people die every year from suicide [11]. Of these, a depressive disorder is a major contributory factor in

approximately 50% of cases. Especially concerning is that approximately 75% of people in low- and middle-

income countries are unable to access any treatment for depression [13].

We do know that antidepressants targeting monoamine neurotransmitters like serotonin and noradrenaline,

whether older options (e.g., Tricyclic antidepressants and Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors) or more

recently approved (e.g. vortioxetine), are the mainstay of treatment for depression. However, this is more

appropriate for a moderate to severe disorder [14,15]. For milder forms, psychological treatment e.g., CBT and

Interpersonal Therapy [15], as well as social support and psychoeducation are effective, especially as these

contribute towards resilience building.   

Unfortunately, there are limitations associated with all of the above therapies. Firstly, psychological therapies

are less effective in severe depression, and other constraints such as access to psychotherapists is a problem

even in developed societies [16,17]. Secondly, medications seem to be more effective in severe disorders and

their effect is limited in milder forms [15]. The response to antidepressant therapy is not immediate and most

options deployed in the clinic will take 1-2 weeks before the benefits are fully experienced [15]. Then there is the

problem of not just physical, but also psychiatric side effects. The latter, for example, includes Antidepressant-

Induced Activation Syndrome characterised by impulsivity, restlessness, and/or insomnia, as well as suicidal

thoughts, often transiently experienced during the initial treatment period, and these appear to be more

common in children and adolescents [18,19]. The reported range of incidence is quite broad, with rates varying

between 30-40% and 4-65% in some of the literature [20,21]. Even other physical methods of treatment, such

as electroconvulsive therapy, have a waning beneficial impact in patients with time and newer modalities such

as transcranial magnetic stimulation, are still experimental and not widely available [15].

These issues, and other considerations have provided the impetus for the consideration of lifestyle factors

such as diet. The mechanisms of action underpinning the beneficial impact of diet on mental health are

complex and may incorporate recent research supporting diet-induced optimisation of gut microbiota

composition and function [22].

Food, Mood, and the Gut Microbiota: Current Knowledge

The proposed neurobiological basis of a persistent low mood and ultimately clinical depression overlaps

substantially with the interface between diet, mental health, and the gut microbiota. The catecholamine

hypothesis proposed by Schildkraut states that depression is the result of a low availability of monoamine

transmitters such as serotonin and noradrenaline [23]. Most efficacious antidepressants used in the clinic aim

to increase levels of these monoamines in the Central Nervous System (CNS) [24]. However, over the years,

such a simplistic, pathological model for depression has been replaced by models that describe depression

using a systems and circuit-based approach. Evidence that directly supports this has been at times

inconclusive [25]. Also, a recent imaging study in a small group of patients does offer support for the possibility

of reduced brain serotonin release in patients with depression  [26].

Stress may play a causative role in depression, especially via the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis,

with a number of studies reporting elevated levels of the hormone cortisol [27]. Apart from stress, it is also

widely accepted that dysregulation of the immune system, as well as altered gut microbiota function may be

implicated in depression [28]. Inflammation is noted to be most increased in those with treatment-resistant

depression and may contribute to treatment resistance  [29].

The implication of metabolic pathways as part of the neurobiological basis for depression has also been evident

in situations of physical illness, stress, and changes in the immune system. Take for example, tryptophan

metabolism, with much focus given to a potential role for this precursor to serotonin and other bioactives in the

gut-brain axis in health and disease [30,31,32]. In patients with inflammatory bowel disease, the tryptophan-

kynurenine pathway appears to be involved in the manifestation of depression [33]. Molecular imaging studies

have also indicated the possibilities of an imbalance between serotonin and kynurenine pathways being

associated with depression in patients with brain tumors [34]. Increased metabolism of tryptophan along the

kynurenine pathway may be promoted by activation of the immune system and also by the glucocorticoids

released following stress, both prominent features of depression associated with activation of key enzymes,

indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO1) and tryptophan-2,3-dioxygenase (TDO), respectively [22,32]. Additionally,

we should appreciate that metabolic pathways, such as kynurenine pathway metabolism, may be regulated by

the gut microbiota, with implications for the availability of circulating tryptophan [32].

It is no secret that certain foods and diets improve our mood, recently encapsulated by the field of nutritional

psychiatry [35,36]. Currently, studies are being conducted to ascertain which specific foods and diets help to

improve our mood. These include whole-dietary approaches as well as individual food supplements and

components. Owing to the health benefits of prebiotics and probiotics, a lot of work has focused on

understanding the role of the gut microbiota and its associated genetic material, the gut microbiome,

particularly in depression [37]. The gut microbiota is the immense collection of microorganisms consisting of

bacteria, viruses and archaea found within our gastrointestinal tract [38]. There is evidence that it plays a

possible role in mood regulation. Preclinical studies have illustrated that germ-free mice exhibited reduced

depressive-like behaviour in contrast to mice with an intact microbiota, a phenotype complicated by the

increased locomotor activity in these animals [37, 39]. Also in rodent models, it was found that probiotic and

prebiotic treatments reduced depressive-like behavior [37]. Clinical studies have reported altered microbial

composition in patients with MDD [37]. However, in terms of microbial diversity there have been mixed and

sometimes contradictory results to studies [40, 41]. A systematic review published by Simpson and colleagues

in 2021 [42], showed inconsistent findings in published studies investigating the microbiota and depression.

Some studies have not found reduced diversity between the gut microbiota of MDD patients in contrast to

controls. Nonetheless, the authors highlighted the need for specific microbial taxa to be investigated further to

gain a more precise understanding of their role [42]. Studies examining the relative abundance of particular

genera of organisms in depressed patients have been conducted. Some studies found that there was a

decrease in the relative abundance of Faecalibacterium in depressed patients and its presence was negatively

correlated with the severity of the illness [37]. Other studies reported lower relative abundances of

Bifidobacterium and Lactobacillus within the gut microbiota of depressed individuals [37].

Another type of experimental approach that has supported the idea that the microbiota plays a role in our mood

is that of faecal microbiota transplantation (FMT). This has been demonstrated at the level of animal models –

whereby faecal transplantation from depressed donor patients to microbiota-deficient recipient rats induced

depressive-like behaviour and physiological changes in the recipient rodents [43]. The FMT concept is also

being trialled in research studies in patient populations such as those diagnosed with IBS. Here, significant

improvement of symptoms has been noted in some studies although more research is required [44,45]. It is

important to note that FMT is only currently approved for the treatment of recurrent Clostridium difficile

infection. 

Research involving the sequencing of faecal samples in large studies, such as that conducted by Valles-

Colomer and colleagues, has not only shown that certain species or taxa of organisms are depleted in

depression, but also that other strains of organisms are associated with higher quality of life in depressed

patients [46]. This study introduced the concept of Gut Brain Modules (GBMs), with subsequent implications for

microbial regulation of neurochemicals and production of metabolites relevant for gut-brain axis signalling. The

group found that microbial synthesis of dopamine metabolites correlated positively with good outcomes in

depression, while microbial production of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) played a potential causal role in

depression.

Why Nutrition Matters: Nutritional Psychiatry and Psychobiotics

A significant amount of research is currently focused on the impact of food and diet on mood. There is evidence

that whole food diets, individual foods as well as supplements play a role in maintaining and improving our

mood as well as preventing depression. Psychobiotics, is a term which refers to exogenous factors such as diet,

probiotics and prebiotics that have an impact on the microbiota which in turn mediates benefits to mental

health [47].

A modified Mediterranean-style diet was shown to facilitate remission in populations suffering from moderate

to severe depression [35]. The Mediterranean diet itself also improved symptoms of depression in young males

diagnosed with moderate to severe depression, in comparison to supportive therapy such as befriending

therapy [48]. Supplementing a Mediterranean diet with fish oils containing polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs)

was also shown to have improved the mental health of those diagnosed with depression  [36]. Nuts, which

contain PUFAs, polyphenols and vitamins, are thought to have a protective effect against mood disorders as

well as nutrients such as magnesium [49].

Recently, the study of the effects of prebiotics and probiotics on mood has been the focus of much research,

conceptualized as strategies to target the gut microbiota to impact signaling along the gut-brain axis.

According to the International Scientific Association for Probiotics and Prebiotics (ISAPP), prebiotics are

substrates that are selectively utilised by host microorganisms that confer a health benefit [50]. Only a subset

of dietary fiber qualifies as prebiotics and indeed some non-fiber substances may be sources for prebiotic

foods. Results from some trials have indicated the possibility of antidepressant effects from diets containing

prebiotics [51]. However, we should have a critical appreciation that many of these studies were not only

relatively small, but also lacked definitive clinical end points, focusing instead on anger/hostility, anxiety

features and overall quality of life. We also know that dietary fiber alters gut microbiota composition and

function and promotes the production of short chain fatty acids (SCFAs) [52]. Antidepressant properties and

neuroprotective abilities of SCFAs have been demonstrated in animal studies for example with butyrate [53].

SCFAs generally may be beneficial in preventing stress-induced disorders that encompass depressive-like

behaviours. They have demonstrated an ability to reduce HPA axis activity and the overall cortisol response to

acute psychosocial stress in healthy males [54]. Generally, more research into the benefit of SCFAs on our mood

in clinical studies needs to be conducted. 

Like dietary fiber, fermented foods may be associated with mood improvement [55]. Fermented foods are

defined by the ISAAP as foods produced “through desired microbial growth and enzymatic conversion of food

components”[56]. Such foods have been shown to not only increase microbiome diversity, but have also been

associated with a reduction in inflammation [57]. Some of these may contain beneficial bacteria although it is

unclear if they can be categorised as probiotics. As per the ISAAP definition, probiotics are “live microorganisms

that when administered in adequate amounts, confer a health benefit on the host”. The ISAAP states that only

characterised strains of microbes with a scientifically demonstrated effect on health should be called probiotics

[58]. Clinical trials have shown a reduction in the scores on validated depression rating scales, in subjects

consuming B. longum [52,59]. Additionally, a recent single-blind, randomised, controlled study in healthy adults

who consumed a “psychobiotic diet” consisting of fruits and vegetables high in prebiotic fibers, grains, and

legumes as well as fermented foods for four weeks found a 32% reduction in perceived stress vs. 17% in

controls [60].

Thus, while some evidence exists to support the benefits of psychobiotics in humans, such as an improvement

in mood, there are caveats to consider. Several of these studies have been conducted in healthy individuals and

in those with depression and on “treatment as usual” therapy [61]. The results have been mixed [62], but the

evidence around the association between diet and mental health has seen guidelines formulated encouraging

patients with, or at risk for developing depression, to consume foods relatively high in grains/fibers, fermented

foods, and fish [61]. This may encourage further discussion around the potential for psychobiotic interventions

to be used as adjuncts to conventional antidepressants. However, what also remains lacking are the studies in

human populations aimed at understanding the exact mechanisms of how psychobiotics work, especially via

the signaling pathways of the gut-brain axis.

It is important to be aware of the bidirectional nature of the microbiota-gut-brain axis [63]. The microbiota may

influence the integrity of the intestinal barrier, resulting in cytokine release which in turn may relay signals to

the brain via transport across the blood brain barrier. Additionally, substances produced by the gut microbiota

may reach the brain via the blood stream. Conversely, the downstream brain-to-gut branch of this

communication system may influence the gut microbiome by means of endocrine and neuronal pathways,

including the vagus nerve, as well as higher order behaviours relating to health choices [63].

Perspectives, Future Directions and Conclusions  

It is important to acknowledge that the mechanisms underpinning the relationship between food and mood are

complex and these are knowledge gaps which the field of nutritional psychiatry are keen to address. This will

help inform the selection of whole diet approaches and help identify where supplements or the inclusion of

individual food groups are required. Understanding the interface between these options and the gut microbiota

in the context of brain function and behaviour is thus an important research objective. As we have seen

symptomatic improvements in depression with e.g. a Mediterranean diet, it would make sense to further

investigate whether remodeling of the gut microbiota with this type of diet would lead to the same

improvements in cohorts of depressed patients.

Many studies involving the microbiota tend to show an increase or decrease in the relative abundance of

certain species in relation to a particular food or diet i.e., what we refer to as “compositional” studies. As we are

gradually understanding the role of the microbiota in the gut-brain axis, future efforts should be aimed at

functional analysis of this immense collection of organisms, upon consumption of different foods. Studies

investigating metabolic functions have already commenced, but it is worth acknowledging that relatively fewer

studies focusing on diets targeting neurobiological pathways have been conducted. Such human studies

include the investigation of plant-based fiber and fermented foods on immunological and inflammatory

function via the gut microbiota [57]. Here, it was found that a high fiber diet facilitated microbiota enzymatic

function leading to an immune response that depended on the individual, whereas a diet high in fermented

food, not only increased gut microbiota diversity, but also appeared to reduce inflammatory markers,

suggesting the possibility of an anti-inflammatory role. Another study also demonstrated that SCFAs delivered

to the colon reduced the cortisol response to psychological stress experienced in healthy males, a strategy that

hints at the possibility of similar benefits for prebiotics and/or a high fiber diet that led to increased production

of SCFAs in the colon [54,64].

Showing the effect of a particular food on mood is a

good initial approach.  However, this alone leaves a

number of unanswered questions as to how the

benefit is conveyed. In such a case, we would not

know whether the nutrients of a particular food after

digestion and absorption have direct effects on the

CNS, or whether it is mediated by gut

microorganisms via the gut-brain axis. Likewise,

most compositional studies provide us with an

indication of the relative abundance of microbial taxa

following a dietary intervention or associations in

observational studies. However, much work remains

to inform us of the mechanisms at play. In simple

analogy, we want to know not just “who is there, but

what they are doing”. It is appreciated that these

mechanisms are complex, however with different

strategies such as FMT, we may better understand

the precise role of the gut microbiota. As alluded to

earlier, some research has been conducted in relation to understanding the metabolic function of the gut

microbiota. Metabolic pathways associated with certain taxa playing a role in depression have been identified

and curated [46]. This provides good insight into a potentially novel metabolic role of the gut microorganisms in

specific disorders [65].

Further research needs to be undertaken. Future directions should firstly focus more on translating the

promising preclinical research to human studies. Here, it would be possible to investigate the impact of foods

on the human gut microbiota as well as simultaneously on mood. This can be facilitated via randomised

controlled trial (RCT) designs. RCTs should allow for investigating dietary interventions in vivo – where we can

actually assess for mood improvement via validated methods, as well as assess for changes in the microbiota.

At the same time, for example in depressed cohorts, we can plan for more longitudinal studies which would

assist us in evaluating possible changes in the gut microbiota as symptoms improve or worsen.

Another step in the right direction involves conducting trials which consist of healthy individuals. These will

allow us to see whether beneficial effects exist in the absence of pathology. This could then potentially lead

towards developing and investigating preventive strategies through nutritional psychiatry.  Lastly, we should

not neglect investigating the cognitive aspects which are closely associated with our mood. Such outcomes

would be easy to detect, given the arsenal of validated cognitive instruments and tasks available, as well as

possibly providing surrogate endpoints to supplement those used for mood assessment.

In terms of the bidirectional communication of the microbiota-gut-brain axis, more studies should be designed

to investigate the role of the brain on the microbiota. This is suggested especially since the emotional health

aspect of this communication, as well as the possibility of suppressed emotional expression and psychological

trauma on the HPA, not only has the potential to influence gastrointestinal health, but may also influence

microbiota function. Many studies only focus on “upstream” associations such as the role of the microbial taxa

in conditions such as MDD. However the opposite – i.e. the “downstream” impact of our state of mind on the gut

microbial ecosystem isn’t nearly as expanded upon.  Psychological stress is perhaps the most extensively

documented state of mind affecting the gut microbiome composition and function [66].

Exposure to stress often starts even before birth, leaving long-lasting neurobiological scars and increasing the

risk of poor mental health throughout all life stages [67,68,69]. A reduction in microbial diversity and abundance

of Bifidobacterium and Lactobacillus alongside increased abundance in Proteobacteria have been reported for

infants born to mothers with higher reported stress, anxiety, and depression [70,71]. Proteobacteria are a large

phylum of bacteria that are characterised by the presence of a unique type of cell membrane that includes a

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) layer and a peptidoglycan layer. Neurological and psychiatric disorders are often

accompanied by bacterial translocation and inflammation when the gut barrier is compromised [72,73]. LPS is

often used as a  a marker of intestinal permeability and [74]. BBB permeability, also associated with the gut

microbiome [75,76], is considered to be a pathophysiological mechanism in the development of mood disorders

[77]. Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) – including chaos in the home, early-life abuse, and chronic harsh

language as well as physical and sexual abuse – contribute to altered inflammatory and glucocorticoid

response to stress response during pregnancy, as well as to higher susceptibility to neuropsychiatric outcomes

in the offspring  [78,79,80,81].

Regardless of the life stage, there is little doubt that stress contributes to the dysregulation of the HPA axis and

autonomic nervous system control over gut function, leading to changes in motility and permeability

throughout the gastrointestinal tract [82]. Chronic psychological stress leads to amygdala neuronal

hypertrophy and shrinkage of dendrites in the hippocampus, shrinkage of dendrites and loss of spines

throughout the medial prefrontal cortex, and dendritic expansion in the orbitofrontal cortex [83, 84, 85]. These

changes in brain function and morphology are typically seen in major depression and anxiety disorders

[83,84,85,86], but also in substance use disorders [87] and in the pathological, the inability to control the

consumption of food or “food addiction” (FA)  [88,89]. Childhood trauma appears to be associated with

increased risk of obesity and FA in adolescence and adulthood [90,91]. Sadly, people don’t tend to become

addicted to microbiome-friendly, fiber-and polyphenol-rich wholefoods, but to ultra-processed and artificial

foods typically featured in a Western dietary pattern [92], which been shown to increase the risk of depression

in middle-aged and older adults [93, 94]. Examples of ultra-processed foods are some breakfast cereals, savory

snacks, reconstituted meat products, food items from “fast food” outlets, e.g. burgers, deep fried burgers and

potato fries, pre-packaged frozen dishes, soft and/or sweetened drinks, and distilled alcoholic beverages [94],

to name but a few.

At the other end of the spectrum from those who can’t control what they eat, we find the maladaptive

perfectionism that characterises orthorexia nervosa (ON), a mental health disorder associated with reduced

wellbeing and falling within the category of “Feeding and Eating Disorders” [95]. Although ON is not yet

included in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), it shares perfectionistic, anxious,

and depressive symptomatology with eating disorders such as bulimia and anorexia nervosa [96]. We live in a

society characterised by hyper-reflexivity around food choices, conflicting information about what “the ideal

diet” should be, preoccupation with physical appearance, and emphasis on the individual, as opposed to the

wider community [97].

Recent evidence points to a high prevalence of orthorexia nervosa (ON) amongst people living with disorders of

the gut-brain interaction, e.g., IBS, especially those following restrictive diets for the management of severe

gastrointestinal symptoms [98]. The obsessive preoccupation seen in ON might be more easily understood in

cases where gastrointestinal symptoms critically reduce the person’s wellbeing. Conversely, it could be argued

that an all-pervasive combination of unrealistic body images and the online glamourisation of the therapeutic

use of diet, e.g., “antidepressant diets” or “gut healing diets”, contributes to an environment that promotes

detrimental thoughts and behaviours around food [99], affecting individuals’ real-life food choices and

triggering borderline ON behaviours in many people who may not go on to fully develop the condition. With

regards to the role of social media, a growing body of evidence links orthorexic tendencies with addictive use of

social networking platforms such as Instagram [100,101,102], where anyone can portray themselves as an

expert in nutrition and health-related matters [103]. As a result of this obsession with “the  healthiest food

possible”, people living with ON experience guilt and anxiety about eating foods that are perceived to be higher

in carbohydrates, e.g. whole grains, or fat, e.g. olive oil or oily fish [104], often avoiding eating whole food groups

known to be supportive of a healthy gut microbial ecosystem, much to its detriment.

In conclusion, exploring the interface between food and mood is starting to envisage and investigate a role for

the gut microbiota. Many studies utilise compositional analysis when examining the microbiota, while many

human studies so far tend to focus on pathological states. Longitudinal studies would help to illustrate and

compare changes in the microbiota in depressed patients when symptoms wax and wane. It would nonetheless

be prudent for researchers to conduct more interventional human studies involving healthy participants, while

taking advantage of an RCT design. Last but not least, we ought not to forget that the microbiota-gut-brain

axis is a “two-way street” and there is a greater need to investigate “top-down aspects”.
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